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Motivation
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Squeezed Bispectrum template
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Scale-dependent bias
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Galaxy bias
Observables follow the biased predictables.
e.g.

= b

On the large scale, the galaxy distribution is expected to  
follow the long mode of the matter density fluctuation.

When the fluctuation follows the Gaussian distribution, 
each mode is independent.

If there is the primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG), 
the bias has scale dependent.

!n ! b!m + bNG fNL"L



Galaxy alignment
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Tidal field

gij(x) = bKij(x) Kij # [
$i$j

%2 !(x)]
TL

Linear alignment model
Halo

Galaxy

On the imaging survey, galaxy shapes are observed.

・Gravitational lensing effect 
・Intrinsic shape 

Galaxy shape components

Intrinsic galaxy shape align along  
the tidal field on the large scale.

Catelan et al. (’00)



Scale-dependent bias
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Galaxy bias
Observables follow the biased predictables.
e.g.

= b

On the large scale, the galaxy distribution is expected to  
follow the long mode of the matter density fluctuation.

When the fluctuation follows the Gaussian distribution, 
each mode is independent. -> bias is nearly constant.

If there is the primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG), 
the bias has scale dependent.

Akitsu et al. (20)Akitsu et al. (20)
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Galaxy shape moment 
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2nd moment 
(ellipse)

4th moment

Galaxy Image

Projected shape moment

Galaxy shape moment function
Definition

Projection on the sky

https://ejje.weblio.jp/content/ellipse
https://ejje.weblio.jp/content/ellipse


Galaxy shape function
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The bias expansion for galaxy shapes
gi1i2)in * {!, Kij , (higher derivative terms)}

The bias expansion for the number density and the 2nd moment shape up to 2nd order

The bias expansion for 4th moment shape up to 2nd order

Suppression by the fluctuation to the powers of (kR*)
!∗ : spatial nonlocality size

!∗

Note:  Under no-mode coupling,  
           the short mode statistics is encoded in the bias coefficients.



Galaxy shape func. w/ PNG
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Squeezed Primordial Bispectrum

Modulated Local potential power spectrum f(kL/kS) = g(kL/kp)h(kp/kS)

gijkl(k) ! bNGA4g4 ( k
kp )[ +ki

+kj
+kk

+kl]TL3"(k) + bK2[KijKkl]TL3,sym

The modulated 4th moment galaxy shape function

,gijkl-PNG = bK2 ! d3k
(2")3 [ +ki

+kj
+kk

+kl]TL(1 + #L,pqrs[ +kp +kq +kr +ks]TL)W2
L(k)Pm(k)

s = 0,2,4,)



Angular power spectrum for 4th moment
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(3D) Galaxy shape function

１．Projection on the sky 
２．Integrate with respect to redshift 
      (Assume LSST imaging survey) 
３．Correlation under  
      spherical harmonics decomposition

Convert to the observable

Angular power spectrum

g4(k /kp) = (k /kp). (kp = 1[/Mpc])



Other contributions
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・Higher derivative to lensing potential (Linear WL) 

・The loop effect derived from  
   the projection on the sky (2D 1LOOP)

How is weak lensing effect?



Detectability
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Signal to noise ratio w/o shape noise

← The amplitude of  which is detectable  
with S/N = 5 at each redshift 

b(4)
NGA4

g4(k /kp) = (k /kp). (kp = 1[/Mpc])



Summary
• We investigated the response of galaxy shape moment to Angular 
dependent PNG. (especially, 4th moment galaxy shape case) 
→We found that the only angular dependent PNG corresponding 
to spin-4 was encoded in the 4th moment galaxy shape on the 
leading term. 

• Since we do not know the response of the tidal field or the PNG to 
the higher moment galaxy shape (i.e. bias, shape noise), we have 
to investigate these by simulation etc.
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